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Based on the Motor Theory of speech perception, the interaction between the auditory and motor systems
plays an essential role in speech perception. Since the Motor Theory was proposed, it has received remarkable
attention in the field. However, each of the three hypotheses of the theory still needs further verification. In
this review, we focus on how the auditory-motor anatomical and functional associations play a role in speech
perception and discuss why previous studies could not reach an agreement and particularly whether the motor
system involvement in speech perception is task-load dependent. Finally, we suggest that the function of the
auditory-motor link is particularly useful for speech perception under adverse listening conditions and the
further revised Motor Theory is a potential solution to the “cocktail-party” problem.
Keywords: auditory-motor interaction; Motor Theory of speech perception; motor cortex; “cocktail-party”
problem.

Introduction

in a reading-machine study. In their experiments, although

How listeners process the acoustic signals of speech is a
hot question. Traditionally, studies of this question have
mainly focused on the functions of the auditory system.
However, speech processing is not the pure and simple
analysis of speech sound signals, but a quite complicated
integrated process involving multisensory modalities and
even the motor system. In this review, we focus on the
interaction between the auditory system and the motor
system in speech perception and emphasize that the motor
processing component plays an essential role: activation
of the perceptual-motor loop enables listeners to both track
the speaker over time and form the intention to speak,
especially under adverse listening conditions, such as a
noisy and reverberating environment.

The Motor Theory of Speech Perception
The Motor Theory of speech perception was first proposed
by Liberman and colleagues

[1,2]

after an unexpected failure

blind people could recognize independent linguistic
units, they could not perceive alphabetic sequences and
understand synthesized speech, because the linguistic units
they perceived tended to merge into a blur[3]. This problem
related to speech perception is called coarticulation, in
which speech acoustic signals are highly context-sensitive;
a single phoneme can be influenced by its surrounding
phonemes[2]. However, normal listeners are able to conquer
coarticulation and perceive the original phonemes well[4].
Based on the results, Liberman and colleagues assumed
that what we really perceive when hearing speech signals
is not only sound waves, but also body “gestures” that
reflect the speaker’s intention. Liberman proposed three
hypotheses in both a weak[1] and a strong version of the
Motor Theory[5]. (1) The object of speech perception is the
“gesture”; (2) speech processing is special and requires a
specific phonetic module; and (3) activation of the motor
cortex is involved in speech perception.
When Liberman advanced the Motor Theory, he asked
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a critical question, “when articulation and sound wave go

clear whether the enhanced activity of the cortical areas is

their separate ways, which way does perception go?”.

specific to speech perceptual performance or just reflects

The answer he provided was that perception goes with

an increase in general processing load.

articulation[1]. In more detail, the theory suggests that the
speech sound wave that we perceive carries the speaker’s

Anatomical and Functional Associations between

information indirectly, and there is a direct way to transmit

the Auditory and Motor Systems

information, that is through the “gesture” bearing the
speaker’s intention. In other words, perceiving the “gesture”

To confirm the involvement of the motor system in speech

is just perceiving the actual movement of the speaker’s

perception, evidence of both anatomical and functional

vocal tract, including motion of the larynx, tongue, and

links between the motor and auditory systems is needed.

[1]

lips . Our understanding of this theory is that although

Indeed, some models emphasize the auditory-motor

the listener may not be aware of tracking movement of

link in speech perception. For example, the dual-stream

the vocal tract, he/she automatically uses this motor cue

processing model suggests that there are two pathways

to recognize the speaker’s intention, just as in imitative

in audition: one is the ventral pathway down to the

behavior. When a speaker talks, the listener tries to follow

temporal lobe regulating “what” in acoustic information,

his speech style in mind and make a prediction before the

and the other is the dorsal pathway from primary sensory

speaker says the next word. Thus, the speaker and the

areas up to the posterior cortex regulating “how” speech

listener must converge on the same “linguistic currency”,

production takes place[12,13]. It is also known that the ventral

the “gesture”, to communicate.

pathway is involved in analyzing phonetic characters,

It is well known that “gesture” information can affect

acoustic features, and speech intelligibility[14,15], and the

speech perception in different ways, such as the McGurk

dorsal pathway is associated with sensorimotor mapping

effect. When the listener sees the speaker producing the

between auditory and motor representations[16,17], speech

syllable (/ga/) while listening to another syllable

production[14,18], and silent articulatory organ movement[19].

(/ba/), the mouth movement may mislead the listener into

Although this dual-stream model proposes that each of the

[6]

hearing a different syllable (/da/) . This visuomotor cue

pathways plays a specific role in speech perception, how

strongly influences what we actually hear. Also, another

the streams interact with each other is still not clear.

study focused on the role of articulatory organ movement

The other model, the forward-inverse model, proposes

in a noisy environment[7]. Listeners perceive speech more

that the motor cortical regions predict the consequences

accurately when they can see the speaker’s articulatory

of motor commands and revise the signals with the

organ movement than when they cannot. Also, under

changing environment[20,21]. In more detail, before motor

adverse listening conditions, lip-reading associated with

commands reach the effectors, the forward-inverse model

the target sentence can act as a cue to improve listener

produces predicted sensory consequences of the motor

[8,9]

. Thus, perceiving “gesture”

commands, and then compares the predicted results with

signals provides visuomotor cues, which help listeners take

the real sensory information. This comparison provides

advantage of the speaker’s motor actions during speech in

more information for the central system to produce a

an adverse noisy environment and facilitate the perceptual

more appropriate performance. With time delays and

performance. In other words, listeners actively, rather than

interruptions from the surroundings, the motor commands

passively, receive speech information. Supporting this

need to be up-dated from time to time in order to produce

recognition of speech

view, Alho et al. reported that stronger activation in the

the desired outcome. Thus, when a speech signal is

left premotor cortex is associated with better identification

distorted by environmental noise and/or time delays, the

of syllables that are embedded in noise, and the cortical

motor representation of the previous signals modifies the

activation is quite different between active and passive

current auditory representation through inverse mapping.

[10]

. Also, Calla et al. reported stronger activity in

Due to the role of motor representation in revising distorted

correct trials over incorrect trials within both the ventral

signals, listeners can recognize the speaker’s intention and

listening

[11]

premotor cortex and Broca’s area . However, it is still not

predict the outcome of motor commands before making
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responses. In other words, anticipation of a motor signal

increased activation associations between the auditory

can be combined with both signal characteristics and

cortices and the left ventral premotor cortex[22]. Moreover,

the speaker’s articulatory information, producing a more

compared to listening to pseudo-words and reversed-

desirable response. Based on the basic principles of the

words, listening to normal words induces broad activation

dual-stream processing and forward-inverse models, we

connectivity in the auditory-motor network, which may

propose that further-developed models should emphasize

be useful for facilitating semantic processing[23]. Further

how the auditory-motor interaction is modulated by both

investigation is needed to verify whether this enhanced

processing load (due to complex inputs) and prediction/

dynamic auditory-motor network promotes the transition

estimation (due to task goals and feedback) (Fig. 1).

from a sound stream into a series of meaningful motor-

So far, co-activations between auditory and motor

based units and results in speech comprehension.

regions in speech perception have been clearly demonstrated.

In addition to the well-known fact that speech

When exposed to novel speech distortions, such as time-

production is tightly related to the motor cortex, some

compressed sentences, listeners can rapidly distinguish

studies have shown that the motor cortex is activated in

distorted sentences from normal-speed sentences, with

speech perception tasks[24-30]. For example, when listeners

Fig. 1. Modified Auditory-Motor Interaction model based on the Dual-stream Processing model in combination with the Forward-inverse
model. This model emphasizes that both processing load and prediction/estimation affect the auditory-motor interaction (white
two-headed arrow). Red: the auditory processing system including the ventral stream pathway; blue: the motor processing
system including the dorsal stream pathway; green: the systems that mediate the processing load, prediction, and estimation that
modulate the auditory-motor interaction (arrows with dashed lines).
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hear a lip-related phoneme [p] or a tongue-related phoneme
[t], motor regions are activated differentially[26,27], suggesting
that different speech stimuli activate motor cortical regions
with different patterns. In other words, listening to various
verbal stimuli may cause differential automatic activations
of cortical regions involved in speech production. Also, it
has been suggested that the activation of the motor cortex
may reflect a mediating role of the motor cortex in speech
perception[28-30].
Moreover, studies using either functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) or transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) have confirmed the role of the motor
cortex in speech perception. For example, in a speech
perception task, strong activation in the motor cortex can
be induced only when participants perceive the target
speech[24,31]. Some studies using TMS of the motor cortex
have demonstrated that stimulation of speech-related
regions affects speech perception[32-34]. For example, using
TMS to suppress the left premotor cortex, which is activated
both during speech production and speech perception (Fig.

Fig. 2. Representative fMRI activation in the premotor cortex

2), Meister et al. found that participants with a suppressed

(PMC) associated with discriminating voiceless stop

premotor cortex were impaired in discriminating voiceless

consonants in single syllables masked by white noise

stop consonants under white-noise masking conditions.

in two representative participants. Regions selected
for stimulation are shown in bright colors. Arrowheads

Thus, they suggested that the premotor cortex is essentially

indicate the location of the central sulcus (adapted from

involved in speech perception[33].

Meister et al. [33] with permission).

However, the results of some clinical studies appear
not to support the view that there is an association between
impairment of speech perception and impairment of

production. Children born with hearing loss can learn

speech production. For example, patients with expressive

to speak if they gain enough positive somatosensory

aphasia exhibit impairment of speech production but not

feedback, even though the learning process is much

. Also, although

harder than in healthy children[39]. Also, children with severe

patients with receptive aphasia exhibit impairment of

dysarthria are unable to produce meaningful sentences,

speech perception and comprehension, they can speak

but they can accurately understand spoken content [40].

speech perception or comprehension

[36,37]

[35]

. The dissociations in expressive and receptive

Furthermore, infants usually learn to understand speech

aphasia support another view that speech perception

first and then begin to learn how to produce their own

and production are two distinct processes. Moreover,

words [41,42] . These studies indicate that dissociations

patients with lesions in Broca’s area perform well in both

between speech perception and speech production

word-comprehension and syllable-identification tests, but

occur during development. As speech perception and

patients with temporal lobule damage perform poorly in

speech production do not appear at the same time during

these tests[38]. These studies also negate the role of motor

development, motor cortical areas may not be as important

regions in speech perception, but support the view that

for speech perception as the Motor Theory proposes.

fluently

temporal regions rather than motor areas are important in
speech perception

[16,17]

.

As reviewed above, some fMRI and TMS studies
support the view that motor cortical areas are important

Research in child development has also shown

in speech perception, while clinical and developmental

dissociations between speech perception and speech

studies have shown significant dissociations between
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speech perception and speech production. Also note that

In a noisy environment (like a cocktail party), although

some fMRI studies did not reveal an increased activation

there are many acoustic sources from various directions,

in motor cortical regions during speech perception and

listeners are still able to identify and follow target speech

comprehension[19,43,44].

sounds in this high perceptual-load situation. How

The different results in the studies described above

can listeners separate various speakers’ signals and

may be due to different task demands. The Hickok

understand target sentences? Although this “cocktail party”

and Poeppel study showed that when the task load is

problem advanced by Cherry[50] has not been fully solved,

high, requiring both speech identification and speech

several lines of evidence suggest that the motor system

categorization, the activated frontal region extends to the

plays a role in solving this problem when the perceptual

premotor cortex[17]. Also, when speech signals are distorted,

load is high.

the motor cortex is markedly activated[45,46]. Interestingly,

First, observing a speaker’s articulator movements can

non-verbal signals can activate motor areas [31,47], and

induce better understanding of speech. Listeners perceive

there is no difference in activation magnitude in the motor

speech in noise-masking or speech-masking environments

cortex between perceiving speech and perceiving non-

more accurately when they can see speaker’s articulatory

verbal sounds[31]. Some studies have further shown that
blurred speech causes even stronger activation in the
bilateral premotor cortex, compared to clear speech[45] and
perceiving a foreign language causes larger activation in
the motor cortex than the native language[25]. Also, lowfrequency words induce higher activation in the motor
cortex than high-frequency words[48]. Thus, facing unfamiliar
stimuli (such as distorted speech, a foreign language, or
low-frequency words), the motor cortex may play a role
in facilitating the association with the auditory system to
improve speech perception. More interestingly, in a mixed
visual and auditory task, weaker visual stimuli evoke
stronger activation in the motor cortex than clear pictures
of speakers[49], suggesting that a heavy-load task, such
as analyzing distorted auditory or visual signals, requires
involvement of the motor cortex. These studies suggest that
whether the motor system is involved in speech perception
is task-load dependent. In future, this assumption will be
tested to confirm whether the dissociations between speech
perception and speech production under either clinical or
developmental conditions are task-load related.

organ movement than when they cannot[7,9]. In addition,
signals from the motor system help a listener to track
a speaker talking over time[51,52]. It has been suggested
that one of the functions of motor activation is tracking
the talker’s speed and rhythm over time, and provides
the timing signals to the auditory cortex. Particularly in a
conversation, the monitoring role of the motor system in
interacting with the auditory system over time can induce
fluent conversation[53].
Under “cocktail-party” conditions, listeners are able
to take advantage of certain perceptual cues to facilitate
their selective attention to target speech. Selective
attention allocates more cognitive resources to the motor
representation of speech so that a listener can capture a
speaker’s intention and improve speech recognition. Under
noise-masking conditions, selective attention affects both
active and passive listening. As Alho et al. have reported,
attention modulates the magnitude of activation of the
left premotor cortex, which influences the performance of
phonetic categorization[10].
In patients with schizophrenia, both speech-perception

Speech Perception under “Cocktail Party”
Conditions

deficits and increased vulnerability to masking stimuli
generally occur. More specifically, speech recognition in
both first-episode and chronic patients with schizophrenia

Speech perception is not just for hearing speech sounds,

is more vulnerable to masking stimuli, particularly speech-

but more essentially, for recognizing and understanding

masking stimuli, than in healthy people[54]. Thus, whether

speech signals, requiring that multisensory modalities

functional impairments of motor cortical regions contribute

interact. In fact, speech understanding and speech hearing

to the enhanced vulnerability to speech-masking stimuli in

do not share the same brain network, including the motor

patients with schizophrenia will be an important research

[40]

areas .

issue in the future.
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[10] Alho J, Sato M, Sams M, Schwartz JL, Tiitinen H,
Jääskeläinen IP. Enhanced early-latency electromagnetic

This review summarizes the studies showing that

activity in the left premotor cortex is associated with

interactions between the auditory system and the motor

successful phonetic categorization. Neuroimage 2012, 60:

system are related to speech perception. The anatomical
and functional connections between the auditory and motor
systems are important for improving speech recognition,

1937–1946.
[11] Callan D, Callan A, Gamez M, Sato MA, Kawato M. Premotor
cortex mediates perceptual performance. Neuroimage 2010,
51: 844–858.

particularly under difficult listening conditions (such as the

[12] Schreiner CE, Winer JA. Auditory cortex mapmaking:

cocktail-party environment). With the involvement of the

principles, projections, and plasticity. Neuron 2007, 56: 356–

motor system, the listener can better identify the speaker’s
intention and follow the target stream. Thus, investigation
of the auditory-motor association in speech perception is
important for solving the “cocktail party” problem.
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